


Unique
certificate
methodology

An unique certificate coaching methodology that
gives power and  joy into balance. Companies and
teams are motivated for positive changes and
results with respect to authenticity of all
participants. There is created an inspiring
atmosphere and the preasure on performace is
changed by personal engagement. The result is
satisfaction of leaders, teams and individuals as
well.   
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1. Map - Using our methodology we map goals,
needs and strategies with the company
management first and secondary with the teams.
The output are two Abakus maps - team vs
management. The goal is to connect both maps
in one.  
 
2. Align - The result is discussed with the
management and together we create the plan,
set goals and prepare the strategy of change.   
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3. Integrate - We work with a whole team
using our coaching methodology and positive
psychology. We create the change that leads
to harmony and together we accomplish
goals we pre-agreed on.  
 
Mind - coaching, positive psychology,
communication, mentoring, therapy  
Body - running, circuit training, yoga  
Soul - calming down, meditation, breathing,
feeling and observing, intuition  
 

STEPS



4. Evaluate -The performed and executed
change is presented to the leaders with
recommendations on how to work with the
teams to sustain the new drive. The goal is to
transform the changes into a new habit that
allows teams to be self-sustaining and achieve a
high performance as was initially agreed upon.  

STEPS
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UNIQUE PLACE
LOCATION

1. Aumakua  
Prague Běchovice, an
extraordinary place with great
coffee and tea which allows
coaching, sport, relaxation
and even dance. Great sound,
hamacs, projector and the
forest and nature behind the
corner.   



2. Retreat in nature 
We will propose you some of
our favourite places where
we  love to go with the teams
and companies we work
with.  
 
3. Company 
In the environment of your
company. 

RETREAT IN NATURE
LOCATION



www.aumakua.cz

Daniel Trpák 
+420 605 900 572 
dan@aumakua.cz 
 
Ondra Halama 
+420 773 769 788 
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